Abstract

The phenomenon of cyber incidents has grown commonplace in schools throughout the world, including South Africa. Cyber mishaps are becoming more common, affecting both learners and parents, and expecting parents to supervise their children's online activity 24 hours a day is unrealistic. Several studies have highlighted several remedies, however even with such solutions, cyber incidents are still on the rise. As a result, the study aims to use a technical tool to investigate how cyber incidents can be reduced through good online behavioral norms which is an alternative strategy for reducing cyber occurrences among learners. Using the experimental action approach, the findings revealed that if learners are given alert messages that encourage them to consider appropriate behavioral standards, the number of learners who send hurtful messages may be lower than the number of learners who wish to send hurtful messages. As a result, the study suggests that educational institutions should step up their efforts to ensure that learners receive alarm messages that encourage them to consider appropriate behavior norms.
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1. Introduction

Online antisocial behavior has increased as networks and technologies have grown (Laurie-ann et al. 2021). The incidence of cyber incidents has spread around the world, particularly in developing countries such as South Africa (Cilliers and Chinyamurindi, 2020; Cassidy et al. 2013; Kowalski et al. 2014; Hills, 2017). Cyber events are a global occurrence that has the potential to have a global impact on learners (Cilliers and Chinyamurindi 2020, Giménez-Gualdo et al. 2018). It is a widespread condition that affects not only learners but also adults in the community (Campbell et al. 2019; Abaido, 2020). Apart from being confined to cyber victims, cyber incidents have far-reaching consequences for all learners, the school climate, and the entire educational system (Estévez et al. 2019). As a result, expecting parents to supervise their children's online activity 24 hours a day is unrealistic. Cyber events should be identified and tackled as a social problem, rather than being dismissed as a random acts of mischief perpetrated by learners using
technology (Abd Rahman et al. 2014). When cyber incidents are viewed as a societal issue, response strategies are more likely to be practical, successful, and thorough.

A cyber incident is a problem based on the complexity of the human mind that can evolve into dangerous behavior in tandem with technical advancements (Abd Rahman et al. 2014). The number of research attempts to explore cyber security and cyber-attacks has increased. Some of these studies, on the other hand, did not properly explain the measures that can be employed to reduce cyber occurrences. Cybercrime stories are on the rise, according to Lahcen et al. (2020), who say that they are trying to take advantage of online obscurity and the competitiveness of the business practices they deploy. According to Lahcen et al. (2020), a paradigm shift in the strategies and procedures utilized to fight these issues is required. One of the areas that Lahcen et al. (2020) revealed as the potential for combating cyber-crime is research on behaviour issues of cyber security. Lahcen et al. (2020) believe that more focus should be on social and behavioural issues to ensure that cyber-attacks are reduced. Safa et al. (2015) also argued that cyber security should be taken very seriously because the internet is now a basic commodity like electricity. If it is not available, businesses cannot operate. Just like Lahcen et al. (2020), Safa et al. (2015) believe that it is difficult for technology to guarantee a secure environment for the information, as a result, users’ behavior must be taken as an important factor.

Another study by Li et al. (2019) revealed that society is facing cyber risks more than ever before due to the increase in the complexity and volume of internet and mobile applications. Li et al. (2019) went on to extend the published literature on cyber security by defining the domains of employees’ security behavior as well as developing operational measures to advance information security behavior in the workplace. Safa et al. (2019) also supported Li et al. (2019) by arguing that the breaches in privacy and security violations are critical issues for people and organizations. Li et al. (2019) believe that one way to reduce the risks of cyber-attacks is to seriously consider the technological aspects of information security together with human issues. All the above studies posit that the human element is critical in reducing cyber risks. As a result, reminding learners of appropriate behavioral norms online could reduce cyber incidents among them. This paper aims to use a technical tool to investigate how cyber incidents can be reduced through good online behavioral norms. The tool will be used to assist learners in reducing the chances of sending hurting messages online. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the theoretical review followed by the third section which gives the empirical literature review. The methodology and the discussion of the results are in the fourth and fifth sections respectively. The last section gives the conclusion and policy recommendation.

2. Literature review

2.1. Theoretical literature review

In the literature on cyber occurrences, some hypotheses have gained a lot of attention and have been used to explain cyber incidents (Walker et al. 2013). The Social Norms Theory is based on the idea that erroneous impressions about how other individuals of a social group act or perceive an influence behavior (Espelage et al. 2013). According to the hypothesis, misperceived social norms might lead to behavior that exposes a victim to ridicule unnecessarily. Similarly, a learner may post hurtful remarks online, which is considered deviant behavior, because he or she believes it is appropriate.

Whatever technology technique is employed to combat cyber events, it must be remembered that the cyber incident problem is an interpersonal issue with a social context (Cowie and Myers, 2014). Personal variables and the social environment influence and are influenced by an individual's behavior. By moral rationale, online environments are considered as enabling cyber occurrences. Negative online behavior is influenced by social norms. People’s opinions about the attitudes and behaviors that are typical, appropriate, or even required in each social setting are referred to as social norms (Cowie and Myers, 2014; Smith, 2012). People's views of these norms have a significant impact on their behavior in various situations. Learners are gradually normalizing online social aggressiveness, and they are growing desensitized to its negative consequences for others.
Cyberbullying has become accepted as a regular component of adolescent behavior (Acosta et al. 2019). The social presence theory is concerned with how people form bonds with one another when communicating (Sia et al. 2002). This theory assumes that a person can respond appropriately to another person based on their reaction, which is an important aspect of social development and maturity (Mark and Ratliffe, 2011). Online aggressors feel uninhibited due to the low level of social presence in digital communication and the anonymity of the internet (Willard, 2007; Kowalski et al. 2008; Hinduja and Patchin, 2009). As a result, cyber aggressors say and do things they would not necessarily say or do in real life (Tu, 2000; Joinson, 2001). Normal communication is difficult in the cyber world, according to the social presence theory, because there is a lack of instant feedback and learners and young people participating in cyber incidents cannot appropriately analyze each other’s emotions (Mark and Ratliffe, 2011). As a result, online interaction becomes impersonal, resulting in less sensitivity and more antagonism (Shariff and Hoff, 2007).

2.2. Empirical literature review

In this study, a cyber event is defined as any criminal conduct committed by learners using electronic or digital means. A cyber incident occurs when someone sends out a series of hostile, hurtful, or aggressive messages with the intent of causing pain or discomfort to others or oneself (Hills, 2017). Learners are being educated about cyber events through educational materials provided by schools (Livingstone and Bulger, 2014). Cyber incident education is frequently mandated and offered during school assemblies or classroom courses, however, it is done distantly from where cyber events occur (Bulger et al. 2017). While instructional initiatives in response to cyber incidents are beneficial, they can be useless if they are divorced from the real event, both in terms of relevance and in terms of time and space. (Mhlanga, 2021a).

Most of the advice is so broad that it is not directly applicable. These solutions may or may not apply to a specific person or problem, and they are separate from the social networks where real contact occurs. Some solutions are created artificially and are not part of a learner's everyday life. They make little effort to prevent cyber accidents in naturally occurring scenarios where catastrophic injury is possible but might be avoided. Efforts, in the author’s opinion, are mostly offline and lack clear practical solutions and recommendations. Technical solutions in social networking that automatically remind learners about behavioral norms, which can reduce the likelihood of sending hurtful comments online, have received little attention (Abd Rahman et al. 2014, Mhlanga, 2021b).

Whenever cyber incidents happen online, there is a potential for mitigation at the appropriate time and in the right place. Learners in general cannot engage correctly with one another online (Hills, 2017). While learners in South African schools are becoming more aware of the use of the internet, they are not becoming more aware of safe procedures when using ICTs (Kritzinger, 2016). Learners get inconsistent messages about online behavior as they seek digital literacy, and they do not always get the help they need (Kritzinger, 2016). According to Barlinska et al. (2013), enhanced empathy reduces the likelihood of learners becoming involved in cyber incidents.

The perpetrators will benefit from the greater empathy since they will be able to see how their acts can harm others. As a result, learners should be reminded of proper online behavior norms, as well as proper online communication and engagement (Barlinska et al. 2013; Cassidy et al. 2013; Hinduja and Patchin, 2014). Learners must be reminded of proper digital communication as well as the long-term ramifications of their online actions in the real world (Burton et al. 2016). They must recognize that damaging a learner’s reputation through misleading remarks can jeopardize that learner’s future (NoBullying.com, 2014). The long-term consequences of cyber incidents may be a dilemma for today’s learners (Martin-Criado et al. 2021). Unless it is reported and removed, online information is permanent and public. It might be difficult to retrieve and eliminate internet threats that have been made or published. Because text, videos, and images are permanent, a victim may replay a harassing message multiple times or be reminded of the cyber incident by other young folks later (Mhlanga, 2020, Martin-Criado et al. 2021).
Due to their lower degree of maturity in capabilities such as thrill-seeking, impulse control, peer pressure, reward sensitivity, cognitive processing, and logical decision-making, learners are considerably more involved in cyber events than adults (Cohen-Almagor, 2018; Holfeld and Grabe 2012). Most parents of adolescents are aware of the peculiar behavior that adolescence tends to elicit. Parents frequently blame their children's bad behavior on their rising hormones. However, it turns out that an adolescent's prefrontal cortex, which is the part of the brain located just behind the forehead, is incapable of reasoning or making reasonable decisions in the same way that most adults are (Raisingchildren.net.au, 2019).

While young people's feet may cease growing by the end of high school, their brains may not, according to a neuroscience study. The brain does not fully mature until the early twenties (Raisingchildren.net.au, 2019). As a result, learners are more inclined to act on impulse rather than pausing to consider the repercussions of their actions before doing (Raisingchildren.net.au, 2019). According to Hills (2017), some messages made online by learners now may come back to haunt them tomorrow or later in life. Years later, hurtful words published online may prohibit some learners from getting jobs. Employers nowadays look for information (about qualified individuals) online before making a hiring decision. When it comes to cyber incidents, you cannot simply turn off the computer and anticipate everything will go back to normal. Even if the victim disconnects from the internet or other electronic devices, the cyber event can find its way back into the victim's school, office, or home. Using incorrect, inappropriate, or obscene language can produce resentment and damage a victim's or aggressor's reputation.

Siyam and Hussain (2021) argued that several colleges were to re-evaluate the material of their cyber-safety policies and examine it to ensure that it operates both within and outside of the school's grounds. Siyam and Hussain (2021) examined the cyber-safety policy of 20 private schools in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, and discovered that even though some schools are paying attention to cyber-safety issues, the emphasis remains on cyberbullying events. Siyam and Hussain (2021) also discovered that the formulation of cyber-safety rules lacks input from the relevant authorities, whose ultimate obligation is to create the main principles and regulations that schools must follow. According to Scott and Kyobe (2021), the volume of organizational cybersecurity risks is increasing every year because technology improves. Quite often, businesses believe that putting in place systems security controls such as firewalls and anti-virus software will eliminate cyber threats. However, even the most powerful security systems are subject to threats, according to Scott and Kyobe (2021). Factors that contribute to these hazards, such as human behavior, are often outside of an organization's control, according to Scott and Kyobe (2021). Again, Scott and Kyobe (2021) emphasized key cybersecurity management issues such as “risks security behaviors displayed by employees, social engineering, current limitations in machine learning insider threat detection, machine learning enhanced cyber threats, and the cybersecurity domain's underinvestment challenges”. Aderibigbe et al. (2021) also argued that cybertechnology has become a fundamental part of educational institutions, with the student's routine to use these technologies to communicate, learn and play, causing a need for understanding the impact and general principles of ethical computer use in academia. The application of cyber ethics in these circumstances, according to Aderibigbe et al. (2021), has brought several obstacles to colleges and universities.

3. Research methodology

The research strategy employed was an experimental action approach, which was centred on the researcher and participants' cooperation and collaboration (Bergold and Thomas, 2012; Macdonald, 2012). It offered a space where people could get involved in the process and learn more about the consequences of hurting others online (Macdonald, 2012). The application tool was made for a school computer lab and was designed to assess learners' inclination to transmit hurtful remarks via the internet. A timer was used to create a sense of competition like that found in online games or technical tools. The reward was offered as a technique for determining the factors that influence learners' cyber incident behavior and attitude. Popper (1945) suggested that social research must be performed as an experimental study, and this study followed the footsteps of Popper (1945) in conducting the experimental action research. Bozkus and Bayrak (2019)
argued that action research, is normally conducted as action research in the format of social experiments. Adelman (1993) argued that most of Lewin's research took the form of "quasi-experimental and field investigations". There are several studies in the literature which studied action research experiments including Clark (1976); Burgoynes (1973); Krishnaswamy et al. (2009); Waardenburg et al. (2020); Koykka et al. (2019) among others.

4. Purposive sampling technique

Purposive sampling, also known as purposeful selection, was used to choose samples for this study (Maree, 2010). The study focused on learners in South African schools because the number of cyber incidents in schools is on the rise, and learners are often unaware of proper internet etiquette. Learners are the ones who suffer the most in cyberspace, whether they are active participants or passive observers (Hymel and Swearer, 2015). The sample included learners from a variety of schools and provinces across South Africa. Even though these learners were first-year university students, they still remembered high school cyber issues. In 2018, the University of Technology, where the students were enrolled, granted ethical permission for the project. Two tasks were completed to collect data. The overall sample consisted of 220 learners who took part in both the first and second tasks. Male learners outnumbered female learners by a small margin. Males made up 54 percent of the group, while females made up 46 percent. Most of the learners were between the ages of 19 and 20. (That is 54 male learners, which is equal to 25 percent of the learners). The learners' ages ranged from 17 to 22, with the majority being first-year students, who had just graduated from high school. The consenting sample numbers are listed in Table 1. There was no personal information gathered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Sample selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author's own preparation

The overall portion of learners who were involved in the research was 220, as shown in Table 1. Male learners outnumbered female learners by a small margin. As previously stated, 54 percent of the population was male, and 46 percent was female.

4.2. Application design

The planned application tool for this study was installed in a computer lab that was connected to a server. For this experimental application, Windows 7 Professional, Windows 10 server, Xamp webserver for the virtual server, JAVA script, Netbeans, MYSQL Database, and PHP were utilized, as shown in Figure 1.
Completing two tasks was part of the experimental application. The first activity required learners to fill in a given blank space with a harsh statement to assess their willingness to transmit cruel communications online. Learners were given the option of posting the message by clicking "Yes" or "No." The application then detected a hurtful message by recognizing threatening or offensive terms inside a string of text after a learner clicked "Yes." After recognizing a hurtful term, an algorithm based on certain keywords in the database triggered a reflective alert message. The learner was then prohibited from instantly sending the message. Noswearing.com was utilized to collect the hurtful words spoken during the experiment. When the system detected a potentially harmful message, it increased the "counter" of messages sent without being reconsidered or sent after reconsideration and resubmitting. The answers were recorded and preserved in a database. In practice, though, the learner will be allowed to send the threatening letter at his or her own risk. The experiment's second task involved incorporating the issue of incentives for the participants. The program included a reward system to encourage learners to feel accomplished after completing the process. The incentive was given to see what causes learners' cyber incident behavior and attitude to change. To keep the learner's attention, the experiment used a timing technique. At the end of the segment, the learners were given a grade.

5. Results and discussion

The data was compiled when the tasks were completed. To construct graphs, the data was exported from the MySQL database to Excel. The information was grouped into Figure 2 to Figure 3.
The learners were not given any incentives during the experiment. 68 learners sent the message without rephrasing it, accounting for 31% of the total number of learners. 152 learners had their messages rephrased or canceled, representing a 69 percent rephrasing or cancelation rate.

In task two, 180 learners sent the message without rephrasing, accounting for 82 percent of the total number of students. 40 learners rephrased or canceled their classes, accounting for 18% of the total. The practical exercises were created to assess learners' behavior and attitudes against transmitting hurtful messages. This experimental application has been built to assess the online behavior of the learners pleasantly, based on the theory of normative behavior, where attitudes and behavior are impacted by perceptions of social norms (Cowie and Myers, 2014).

The goal of introducing an application-based solution was to entice the younger generation to join by appealing to their curiosity about online applications while also gathering enough data about cyber incident behavior and attitude. There were 220 learners in all, 118 of whom were male and 102 of them female. Because this is a generation that has grown up with technology, learners had no difficulty using computers. The adoption of a technological tool provided the benefit of learners becoming quite familiar with digital communications nowadays.

In task one, 69 percent of learners rewrote or deleted their hurtful messages. This occurred after the learners had received the pop-up warning forbidding them from sending hurtful remarks. Learners were encouraged to follow positive digital behavioral norms and proper internet etiquette because of the application. The goal was to provide learners with the opportunity to think about what they send online. Before sending nasty texts, learners were given a second chance to reconsider their decision. The program provided learners time to consider and reflect on their choices, after which they may choose to revise or delete their remarks entirely.

The advice was immediately actionable and had a significant impact on the outcome. Due to the incentive that was included, task two had different results in terms of percentages than task one. According to the findings, 82 percent of respondents sent the messages without rephrasing them. They did not even call to cancel. Learners wanted to win and receive a prize, which meant that the editing would take up some of their time. Only 18% canceled or rescheduled. The incentive was presented to see what causes learners’ behavior and attitude when it comes to cyber issues. The timer was used to create a competitive environment, which is common in online technical tools (Abd Rahman et al. 2014, Martinez-Otero and Perez, 2015).

It has been demonstrated in the first task that providing learners with a mechanism to think about their decision before publishing harmful messages makes them less likely to send the hurtful message. The first activity lowered the number of unpleasant messages that learners were willing to write on the internet. The findings of the second test demonstrated that learners’ ambition to win, to be great, and be popular can lead to cyber mishaps. The usage of a technological tool...
had the benefit of learners being familiar with digital communications. In some cases, people prefer digital communication to face-to-face conversation (Abd Rahman et al. 2014; Hills 2017). As a result, creating digital tools to educate learners on the right behavior will lessen cyber incidents while also providing digital solutions for a generation that is glued to screens. Fighting technology with technology may be the most effective way of preventing this prevalent and damaging behavior. Instead of having someone look over them, the tool might enable learners to make better decisions. According to the findings of this study, if learners are given alert messages that encourage them to reflect on good behavior standards before sending hurtful messages, the number of learners who send hurtful messages may be lower than those who do not. Negative remarks posted online may have simply been sent due to a lack of good judgment and logic, as well as hurried decisions, leaving the aggressor, the victim, or both, humiliated, injured, or tormented. Learners must be kind and respectful to one another online, whether they are sending an email, chatting in a chat room, or discussing in a forum. In any case, learners should treat one another as they would like to be treated.

In the same way that one should treat others with respect in the physical world, one should treat others with respect online. Learners may act rashly and send nasty, humiliating, and embarrassing messages online, which they may come to regret later. The usage of an application tool could be a proactive technological behavioral approach that allows learners to consider their actions before sending threatening or hurtful communications. One of the best strategies to prevent cyberbullying, according to Deletecyberbullying.org (2014), is to consider before publishing. Thus, the most effective strategy to prevent cyber incidents is to remind learners to pause and think before sending messages online, to consider their options and implications, and to choose to make the best judgments possible. The outcome of this application could serve as a starting point for developing better software for both preventing and detecting cyber events among South African learners. There are no guarantees that cyber events will not occur, however, there are steps that may be taken to decrease the number of cyber incidents. Because the program did not reach out to people most vulnerable to cyber incidents, the victims’ voices were not heard. This is an essential topic to think about in the future.

6. Conclusion

The phenomenon of cyber incidents has grown commonplace in schools throughout the world, including in South Africa. The goal of this study was to employ a technical instrument to investigate how excellent online behavioral norms may help prevent cyber incidents. The study enlisted the participation of 220 freshly enrolled first-year university students from various schools and provinces. The rationale for selecting learners was forced by the rise in cyber events in South African schools, even though most learners are unaware of proper internet etiquette. Learners, whether active participants or bystanders are the ones who are most affected in cyberspace. According to the findings, if learners are given alert messages that encourage them to consider appropriate behavior standards, the number of learners who send hurtful messages may be lower than the number of learners who wish to send hurtful messages. Thus, the most effective strategy to prevent cyber incidents is to remind learners to pause and think before sending messages online, to consider their options and implications, and to choose to make the best judgments possible. The outcome of this application could serve as a starting point for developing better software for both preventing and detecting cyber events among South African learners. As a result, the study suggests that educational institutions should step up their efforts to ensure that learners receive alarm messages that encourage them to consider appropriate behavior norms.

The research was carried out at the Vaal University of Technology in South Africa. To get the most out of the study, it will be an academic initiative to expand it to all schools in South Africa and Africa.
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